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About the COE

CEA’s Centre of Excellence celebrates Canadian innovation and cutting-edge technology in the electricity
sector. Whether it’s a virtual plant providing residential customers with the ability to generate their own clean
energy and augment the grid, or the world’s first commercial-scale, post-combustion, carbon capture and storage
unit, all Centre of Excellence projects are positively impacting the lives of Canadians and shaping our collective
energy future.

About the Distinction

CEA recognizes projects from all member companies in an annual ceremony on Parliament Hill. Members
of Parliament, Senators, media and stakeholders are invited to a trade show style reception in which members discuss
the positive impacts that projects have on customers, electrification and clean energy. Following the event, CEA
packages the projects and continues to promote them on Parliament Hill as we advocate for infrastructure spending
and innovative investments in smart grid and electrification. Projects presented can be at various stages, from
design to execution to assessment and fall within several categories. Projects will receive recognition trophies at the
Parliament Hill reception.
Canadian companies leading (or co-leading) innovative projects in the U.S. are also invited to submit applications
highlighting their cross-border collaboration. The Canada-U.S. electricity relationship has positively served both
countries for over 100 years, and CEA is pleased to recognize this mutually beneficial partnership.
Member companies working with University and/or College students on projects related to the electricity
sector can submit initiatives on behalf of their student counterparts. As we work to grow the Centre of
Excellence, we want to acknowledge the future of the sector.

benefits

• Featured in our monthly newsletter (Current Affairs)
• Added to our Centre of Excellence Website		
• Used in CEA advocacy initiatives				

• Trophy awarded during CoE event
• Promoted on all of our social platforms
• Published in our promo book

application form instruction
In addition to the application, please send a minimum of 2 high resolution images of your project
through WeTransfer or Dropbox to farley@electricity.ca prior to the deadline of March 20, 2020.
All images must be submited as a high resolutions file (300 dpi).
For further information on this initiative, please contact Sarah Robinson: robinson@electricity.ca
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GENERAL
INfORMATION

SUBMISSION
DEADLINE:
MARCH 20, 2020

Full Name
Title

Department

Company
Phone #

Email
If a student worked on the project, please provide the following elements:

Student Name
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PROJECT
INfORMATION

University

Title
Description
of project
200-300 words
This information
will be used to
describe your
project in CEA
materials.

Yes, representatives will
attend the Centre of
Excellence Award Reception
on April 28, 2020

Photos or Drawings included* (min. 2)
* If no image is provided, we will have to explore
our library for subsitutions.

info@electricite.ca
www.electricite.ca

